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Introduction by Richard Barradale - Smith,  

Investigating officer for Hereford Fox Cub Cruelty 

case, 2019 
 

Even as retired police officer with 30 years service it is difficult not to be shocked and 

saddened when reading Action Against Foxhunting’s detailed report highlighting the 

catastrophic failure of the police and the Crown Prosecution Service in dealing with 

hunting and hunting related crimes that take place every week across our country. 

 

Please do not for one minute attribute those failures to lack of resources/ funding/ 

training or any other excuse that a police force may attempt to use. It simply isn’t true. 

 

The systemic failure in dealing with hunting crimes since the hunting act came into force 

has been deliberate. The legislation introduced was designed to make the act virtually 

unenforceable and successive Chief Constables / Senior Officers across the country have 

chosen to turn a blind eye to it ever since. This places many frontline officers sent to 

deal with those incidents in an impossible position. 

 

The claims of any force that they take animal cruelty seriously have to be questioned 

when illegal hunting takes place under their noses and with their knowledge, every week. 

 

Richard Barradale-Smith. 

August 2020 

foxcubscruelty.com 
 

  

http://www.foxcubxcruelty.com/
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Part One 

Executive Summary 

Many anti blood sports groups and individuals believe police do not act impartially when 

dealing with foxhunt related incidents and that the crime of illegal hunting is ignored. 

Police advised that in order to raise this issue with them on a formal basis, AAF needed 

to collect and collate incidents, with incident numbers, and then present it to them in a 

report. So, for the 2019-2020 hunting season, this is what we have done. 

The collected evidence shows that:  

▪ Police response to hunt-related incidents is highly variable. It varies between police forces, and 

between police officers. There is no consistency. 

▪ Most police, even in rural areas, have received no training whatsoever in relation to illegal 

hunting. 

▪ Some officers and some forces are biased towards the hunt and against Frontline Wildlife 

Guardians (FWGs).  

▪ There is evidence that, as an organisation, the police are prepared to allow the crime of illegal 

hunting to go unpunished.  

▪ Pro hunting groups are satisfied with the way the police respond to hunt-related calls; but anti 

blood sports groups are not.  

▪ Some police choose to disregard their code of ethics and act without “fairness and impartiality” 

when dealing with FWGs. 

▪ The relationship between the police and the FWGs has broken down completely in some areas, 

leading to a failure to report possible crimes.  

Evidence for these all these assertions is found in the body of this report, and the 

appendices. 
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This situation cannot continue.  These are the suggested improvements: 

▪ AAF is asking for a consistent and fair policy of policing the hunts, rigorously and visibly 

followed by all police forces across the country.  

▪ AAF is also asking that all police officers are open about their personal interest in hunting and 

that these police officers are never permitted any involvement whatsoever in any hunt-related 

incidents.  

▪ AAF is asking that any officer likely to be involved in a hunt-related matter be appropriately 

trained.  

▪ AAF is encouraging all FWGs to report all illegal hunting to the police and to develop a better 

relationship with the police in their areas.  

▪ AAF is also asking all police forces that receive this report to consider and answer the questions 

found in Part Nine. These questions are based on the police’s own operational advice, 

documented in NSPC Operational Advice on Responding to Hunting Incidents.   

Finally, AAF is very keen to work with the police to improve this situation. We created 

this report because we want to protect our foxes from illegal hunting, and the attitude 

and efficiency of the police is key. We want “Counting the Crimes” to be a starting place 

for building and maintaining a new relationship between police and FWGs, and for the 

Hunting Act to be enforced rigorously and fairly.  
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Part Two 

Introduction and definitions 

Definitions 

“Hunters” means blood sports enthusiasts. 

“MOPs” means members of the public 

“FWGs” means Frontline Wildlife Guardians. These are people who voluntarily attend 

hunts with the aim of protecting wildlife. It also includes people who voluntarily attend 

hunts with the aim of videoing the day’s activity. 

Reason for report 

Three hundred hunts go out up to four times a week, during the hunting season which 

begins in September and ends in April. Cub hunting begins in August. Clashes between 

FWGs, MOPs and hunters are common and police are often involved. Complaints 

include: 

 
• Violence 

• Threatening behaviour 

• Criminal damage 

• Trespass (and aggravated trespass) 

• Illegal hunting 

• Road traffic violations 

• Badger sett blocking 

• Theft of equipment 

 

During the 2019 – 2020 season, many FWGs and MOPs complained that some police 

appeared biased towards the hunt, or showed no interest in their complaints. 

 

Action Against Foxhunting (AAF) wanted to find out what the real situation was, so we 

initially set out to answer this question: 

 

Are police biased towards the hunt or is this just the perception of 

FWGs and MOP? 
 

To find out, we collected data from the 2019 – 2020 season concerning calls to the police 

over hunt-related incidents. The data has been collected from many different sources, 

including: 

▪ Media reports 

▪ Facebook posts 

▪ First hand reports from FWGs and MOPs. 

 

We have run three surveys. 

▪ AAF Demographic Survey 

▪ Police Satisfaction Survey for pro blood sports groups* 

▪ Police Satisfaction Survey for AAF members only. 

 

*the original survey was meant for AAF members only, but it was shared by a pro blood sports supporter 

to several pro blood sports groups. These results were kept separate and the survey resubmitted to AAF 
members.  The responses have been included in this study. 
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All incidents have supporting evidence, in many cases, video. Many incidents are also 

supported by log numbers (from the police) and crime numbers (where appropriate). For 

each incident, we have asked how the police responded and how satisfied the FWG was 

with their response.  

 

AAF collected 81 incidents. 49 of them have log numbers or crime numbers. In Part 

Three of this report, we have focused on 37 of the incidents in detail – “Case Studies”. 

We chose these because they are typical of the events that occur during the hunting 

season. The rest of the incidents can be found at Appendix 1. 

 

Difficulties in collecting the data 

When in the field, FWGs are under significant pressure. Not all of them write down or 

record what has happened as it occurs. Reports of incidents had to be precise and 

verifiable, and that was not always possible. MOPs are often caught by surprise too. 

 

As many FWGs already do not trust the police, incidents go unrecorded. FWGs are 

sometimes reluctant to give their details to the police as they fear that the police might 

misuse them. Also, the time taken to make a report to the police might be wasted if the 

police do not take any action anyway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AAF has limited resources. We are aware the incidents we have recorded only represent 

a small proportion of what actually happened during the season.  

 

  

Nottingham 9/12/19 Hunters kill a fox, but the FWGs 

don’t report it 

“No. We haven’t reported it. We don’t deal with the police”  

FWG who witnessed the killing.  
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The Report 

This report consists of 

 
1. Executive Summary 

2. Introduction and Definitions 

3. Case studies 

4. Evidence of police bias towards the hunt 

5. Why Frontline Wildlife Guardians (FWGs) often do not call the police 

6. Why prosecutions under the Hunting Act are rare 

7. Contacting the Police - Best Practice for FWGs 

8. Best Practice for Police regarding hunt-related calls 

9. Questions for the police to answer in response to this report 

10. Appendix with spreadsheet for all our data 

11. Appendix with spreadsheet for media reports 

 

 

 

 

To the best of our knowledge, everything stated in this report is 

accurate. 

We have tried to credit all the organisations that provided the 

data.  

We do not know the outcome of some of the incidents in the case 

studies and here, we have said the outcome is “UNKNOWN”.  

If you find any inaccuracies, missing credits or know the 

outcome of the “unknown” case studies, please let us know and 

we will update the report immediately.  

info@actionagainstfoxhunting.org 
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Part Three 

Case studies 

We have focussed on a cross section of five specific hunts to illustrate police responses 

to hunt related crime. The events listed represent only a fraction of the incidents each 

hunt was involved in last season. They are typical examples of the type of activity 

hundreds of hunts across the country are responsible for every week in the hunting 

season. 

 
1. The Warwickshire Hunt 

The Warwickshire Hunt was chosen as our main case study due to the amount of video evidence 

and media coverage available covering a cross section of their activity. The FWGs monitoring 
this hunt do not routinely report incidents to the police; the first video in the study gives a good 

insight into why this is. The second video shows the level of obstruction and intimidation the 

FWGs face when trying to gather information about the hunt. 

 
2. The Surrey Union  

With the Surrey Union, we’ve picked three incidents specifically involving members of the 
public, two of which involve alleged trespass by the hunt on the same smallholding. We 

corresponded in detail with the members of public in each instance. 

 
3. The Western Hunt 

The case study detailing FWG involvement with the Western Hunt in Cornwall illustrates how 

some FWGs have built up a positive link with their local police force. There is considerable 

opposition to the Western Hunt and its activities in the local area. In recognition of this, in 2019 
St Ives Council voted to cease inviting them to the February Feast Day held in the town. 

 
4. North Shropshire Hunt and South Shropshire Hunt 

FWGs observing both the North Shropshire Hunt and the South Shropshire Hunt are particularly 

fastidious about hanging on the phone for as long as it takes to secure an incident or crime 

number from the police, therefore all of the events involving FWGs have numbers logged 

against them.  
 

Whatever the relationship between FWGs and the local police, a common thread runs through 

all our highlighted cases; charges and prosecutions are extremely unusual and convictions even 

rarer, despite what often appears to be overwhelming evidence that a crime has been committed.  

 
We have removed individuals’ names from this report. 
 

1. WARWICKSHIRE HUNT 

Thames Valley/Warwickshire/British Transport Police 

Forces 

1.1. Police harassment of FWGs 

1.1.1. 
Date: 13/11/19 

Location: Broughton area 

Hunt: Warwickshire 

Police Force: Thames Valley 
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Type of incident: Harassment and obstruction of FWG by hunt support, unnecessary 

obstruction of the highway/hounds on the road (contrary to the Road Traffic Act 1988), illegal 

hunting, police stopped FWGs for no clear reason 

Details: 

Videos below provide detail. The hunt support in the pink hi-vis regularly play loud music and 

obstruct filming presumably in an attempt to mask any evidence of illegal hunting. As far as we 

are aware the only police involvement on this day was to stop a monitor’s car and ask for their 

details. They are aware the monitors are following the hunt. When FWGs ask why they have 

been stopped the police reply “I can require any driver to stop and give me details…. because 

he’s on a public road driving a car. That is the reason” The police continued to follow the FWGs 

Link 1-Video 

Link 2 - Video 

Link 3 – Facebook Post 

 

Incident number URN 311 

 

1.2. Examples of kills witnessed by FWGs  

1.2.1 

Date: 15/1/20 

Location: Oxhill 

Hunt: Warwickshire 

Police Force: Warwickshire 

Type of incident: Illegal chasing and killing of fox 
Details: 

Full information and video footage in report below 

Link 4 – Media Report 

Link 5 – Facebook Post 

 

1.2.2 

Date: 15/2/20 

Location: Lower Tysoe 

Hunt: Warwickshire 

Police Force: Warwickshire 

Type of incident: Illegal chasing and killing of fox 

Details:  

Vixen, believed to be pregnant, chased across a road and killed in a hedgerow, full information 

and video footage in reports below 

Link 6 - Media Report (no longer active) 

Link 7 - Media Report 

Link 8 - Video 

 

1.3. Road Traffic Offences 

1.3.1 

Date: 25/1/20 

Location: A429 near Stretton on Fosse 

Hunt: Warwickshire 

Police Force: Warwickshire 
Type of incident: The hunt allowing their horses and hounds to wilfully obstruct free passage 

along a highway, contrary to the Highways Act 1980 

Details: 

It is a regular occurrence for the Warwickshire hunt to cross or spill onto busy roads. This was 

the first of three known incidents in a three-week period 

Link 9 -Video 

 

1.3.2. 

Date: 12/2/20 

Location: Fosse Way near Combrook/Walton  

Hunt: Warwickshire 

https://www.facebook.com/WestMidsHuntSabs/videos/968789300146775/?v=968789300146775
https://www.facebook.com/foxcubhunting/videos/588996431842494/?v=588996431842494
https://www.facebook.com/WestMidsHuntSabs/posts/1861335320678200
https://www.facebook.com/WestMidsHuntSabs/posts/1861335320678200
https://www.thelondoneconomic.com/news/shocking-footage-appears-to-shows-fox-being-savaged-to-death-by-pack-of-hounds/17/01/
https://www.facebook.com/WestMidsHuntSabs/posts/1937126986432366?__tn__=K-R
https://www.banburyguardian.co.uk/news/people/warwickshire-hunt-kills-fox-lower-tysoe-1885190?fbclid=IwAR2XDWtmctD51zduLZON7TIHv2rJPBazMUNq6xlbrhTdtIBcofZ6-fpx6P8
https://www.thelondoneconomic.com/must-reads/shocking-footage-appears-to-shows-fox-being-savaged-to-death-by-pack-of-hunt-hounds/21/02/?fbclid=IwAR3qrA9lKzky8A6YQN1PDXrHMMlLkrNzizNjGvpTjJnPhjO3H3kpVyG90uE
https://www.facebook.com/WestMidsHuntSabs/videos/642965796452999/
https://www.facebook.com/WestMidsHuntSabs/videos/2856531261076683/?v=2856531261076683
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Police Force: Warwickshire 

Type of incident: The hunt allowing their horses and hounds to wilfully obstruct free passage 

along a highway, contrary to the Highways Act 1980 

Details: 

Second known road traffic incident within three weeks 

Link 10 - Facebook Post 

 

1.3.3. 

Date: 15/2/20 

Location: A 3400 near Stratford-upon-Avon 

Hunt: Warwickshire 

Police Force: Warwickshire 

Type of incident: The hunt allowing their horses and hounds to wilfully obstruct free passage 

along a highway, contrary to the Highways Act 1980 

Details: 

Third known road traffic incident within three weeks 

Link 11 - Facebook Post 
 

 

       1.4 Trespasses/incidents causing distress to the public 

 
1.4.1 

Date: 25/11/19 

Location: Avon Bassett  
Hunt: Warwickshire 

Police Force: Warwickshire 

Type of incident: Hounds out of control causing a rhea to panic 

Details: 

Hunt caused a farmer’s frightened rhea to escape onto a main road 

Link 12 - Media Report 

Link 13 - Media Report 

 

1.4.2 

Date: 11/12/19 

Location: Horley 

Hunt: Warwickshire 

Police Force: Thames Valley 

Type of incident: Hounds out of control in the village 

Details: 

Hounds out of control, running through front gardens  

Link 14 - Media Report  
 

1.4.3 

Date: 21/12/19 

Location: Idlicote 

Hunt: Warwickshire 

Police Force: Warwickshire 

Type of incident: Hounds out of control in the village 

Details: 

Hounds out of control, running through gardens and defecating in a graveyard  

Link 15 - Media Report 

 

1.4.4 

Date: 1/1/20 

Location: Railway line between Leamington Spa and Banbury 

Hunt: Warwickshire 

Police Force: British Transport Police 

Type of incident: Hounds trespass on to railway line.  
Details: 

Hounds ran onto the railway line, trains were stopped and there were claims a hound was killed. 

Police later issued photographs of hunt members they wished to identify  

https://www.facebook.com/WestMidsHuntSabs/posts/1964041537074244
https://www.facebook.com/WestMidsHuntSabs/posts/1966760030135728
https://metro.co.uk/2019/11/28/huntsman-chased-road-enormous-flightless-bird-11235825/
https://www.banburyguardian.co.uk/news/people/row-erupts-over-hunt-incident-when-rhea-escapes-avon-dassett-field-hounds-follow-fox-1329613
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7805143/Dozens-hounds-rampage-gardens-breaking-free-hunt.html?fbclid=IwAR2jPpVAdrQh56VWki1tkWScjbM9GsDuL-JCJcM6P5m0N297VIUsHp37zqY
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7827531/Hounds-break-loose-hunt-rampage-graveyard-running-villagers-gardens.html?fbclid=IwAR2e6DfT31qIEy_qH53N_WP2sjXEu1mrqCmQyS9a5fuuVs3MmmyvJT4TMqA
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Link 16 - Media Report 

Link 18 - Media Report 

Link 19 - Media Report 

 

1.4.5 

Date: 8/1/20 

Location: Hornton village 

Hunt: Warwickshire 

Police Force: Thames Valley 

Type of incident: Hounds out of control in residential area 

Details:  

“Bloodied” hounds out of control in Hornton village near a school, alarming school children and 

disturbing sheep   

Link 20 - Media Report 

Link 21 - Media Report 

2. SURREY UNION HUNT 

Surrey Police Force 

2.1 

Date: 16/10/19 

Location: Vicinity of Newdigate, Surrey. Smallholding 

Hunt: Surrey Union 

Police Force: Surrey 

Type of incident: Trespass and damage 

Incident number: P19239953 

Details: 

Twenty (or more) hounds entered the smallholding in Surrey and ran through groups of goats, 

sheep and pigs, scattering and frightening the animals. The hunt was nearby, but they did not 

attempt to enter the land to gather their hounds. The hounds trampled on vegetables and broke 

fences  

  

“Today we spent nearly two hours chasing ‘Surrey Union Hunt’ dogs off our land. With the hunt 

master tootling his trumpet to get the dogs riled and manic getting closer to the brook, we were 

subjected to 20 or more dogs running riot through our allotment area and goading the goats, sheep 

and pigs through the fences, scaring them witless. 

No one was responsible it seems for feral, wild running dogs and the last half of the afternoon has 

been spent coaxing the animals into the stables for their tea...all outside post feed instead of tucking 

down. 

I’m furious... I’ve never been so angry at cowardly scum who have no respect for others 

possessions, or animals trying to live peacefully”. 

FML...I’m angry” 

 

https://www.banburyguardian.co.uk/news/people/video-hunt-saboteurs-release-video-hunt-banbury-leamington-train-halted-because-hounds-line-1353104?fbclid=IwAR12555KDW8ICjLFNfZBgUN4gMdE-tCtFQRYbw1plDXPeryh5nhzZQuIFDc
https://www.coventrytelegraph.net/news/local-news/police-investigate-after-warwickshire-hunt-17504961?fbclid=IwAR0_lcppJhOcSZHUTXVtYzUyhofZM11tjKhzgQ7NmtwSiBVZCnBeGtyeaFU
https://www.banburyguardian.co.uk/news/people/police-release-pictures-huntsmen-warwickshire-hunt-trespass-railway-near-banbury-2006216?fbclid=IwAR0_F_RG4N1BHs8ZMPGPp7mMjwUNj16Xwucfk3juG0mETWluizp6b5YfFcY
https://www.banburyguardian.co.uk/news/people/bloodied-hounds-loose-hornton-terrify-children-school-pick-1361375?fbclid=IwAR3Sv7b8tcSMZqrbfYyLCppNW49sU9BqzzMzOVAKo10IZK-sP5L3Dt1hQbI
https://www.banburyguardian.co.uk/news/people/hunt-criticises-report-hornton-villagers-insist-hounds-were-chasing-fox-1363283?fbclid=IwAR3ABWusSBGTynEuP6PsvyaHFyl577Gn_16kjG23U6It9ui_QZGgMk5A7wY
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Police Involvement 

999 call. Police took more than an hour to attend. They took a statement but did not want to see 

the damage. There was no follow up action against the hunt. The owners of the smallholding 

concluded that the police were “not interested” 

 

2.2. 

Date: 4/2/20 

Location: Vicinity of Newdigate, Surrey 

Hunt: Surrey Union 

Police Force: Surrey 

Type of incident: Trespass and killing of livestock 

Incident number: 45200014171 

Details:  

The owner of a smallholding arrived to put his animals away for the night. He found 60 of his 

chickens dead, having been torn apart.  

For several reasons, the owner believes that the Surrey Union hounds were responsible. This 

was a Tuesday, the day the hunt go out. The hunt is allowed on the farm next to the smallholding. 
The area was covered with the footprints of large dogs, probably fox hounds. The owner also 

found dog faeces. Gates had been left open, suggesting that the hounds had been rounded up by 

someone 

 

(NB It is unlikely that the chickens were killed by a fox. Large footprints from multiple dogs 

were found. Foxes are much smaller and do not hunt in packs). 

 

Police Involvement 

The owner of the smallholding called 101. Police did not come out. A wildlife officer phoned 

back later on while the owner was driving. The owner called back 8 or 9 times but did not get 

through. He gave up  

 

2.3 

Date: 31/01/20 

Location: Animal Sanctuary, Surrey 

Hunt: Surrey Union 

Police Force: Surrey 
Type of incident: Illegal hunting, trespass, pursuit of domestic animal 

Incident number: 0573 of 31/1/20 

Details: 

In pursuit of a fox, Surrey Union hounds invaded an animal sanctuary. They chased the owner’s 

cat and caused other rescued animals to scatter in terror. Members of the hunt were reportedly 

aggressive to other stable users 

Link 22 – Video 

Police Involvement 

The police attended and escorted members of the hunt off the private land  

Link 23 - Media Report 

Link 24 - Petition 

 

  

In December 2018 a petition was set up requesting Surrey police to prioritise an 

investigation following a fox being killed by the Surrey Union. A particularly 

distressing photo of a young woman holding a dead and hunted fox was circulated 

on social media. To date the petition has nearly 174,000 signatures. As far as we are 

aware, no action has ever been taken by the police 

 

https://www.facebook.com/northdowns.huntsabs/videos/634945120381310/
https://www.getsurrey.co.uk/news/surrey-news/nearly-90000-sign-petition-after-15569796
https://www.thepetitionsite.com/en-gb/174/704/505/they-let-their-pack-of-40-hunting-dogs-tear-a-fox-to-shreds/
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3. WESTERN HUNT 

Devon & Cornwall Police Force  

3.1 

Date: 9/11/19 

Location: Bellowall Farm, Nr Sheffield, Penzance 

Hunt: Western 

Police Force: Devon & Cornwall 

Type of incident: Illegal hunting  

Incident number: 353-141119 

Details: 

Hounds were encouraged into thick undergrowth by members of the hunt, it was impractical for 

a trail to have been laid there. Hounds were heard and filmed in cry after a fox. Horses are not 

usually allowed on the land so it was suspected the landowner was complicit with the activity  

Link 25 - Video 

 

Police Involvement 
An officer was appointed to deal with the case. Believe no charges / prosecutions 

 

3.2 

Date: 16/11/19 

Location: Drift Reservoir car park 

Hunt: Western 

Police Force: Devon & Cornwall 

Type of incident: ‘Cut-throat' gesture made to FWG driver  

Incident number: CR/104103/19 

Details: 

The hunt was seen by a member of the public at Carn Eury possibly illegally hunting, then 

another member of the public believed she heard a kill nearby. Both incidents were reported to 

FWGs and the police but these incidents were not actually witnessed by FWGs. Towards the 

end of the day a huntsman made a cut-throat gesture to an FWG at Tregonebris Farm Road, this 

was also reported to the police 

Link 26 - Facebook Post 

 
Police Involvement 

Attended and supportive/helpful to FWGs. Believe no charges/prosecutions 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2606510519426415
https://www.facebook.com/WesternWatchCornwall/posts/496094420986391?__tn__=K-R
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3.3 

Date: 17/12/19 

Location: Trevorian & Catchell area 

Hunt: Western 

Police Force: Devon & Cornwall 

Type of incident: Illegal hunting 

Incident number: 20191217-0441 

Details: 

FWGs observed the hunt repeatedly sending hounds into areas which would not be accessible 

to a trail layer. At one point three police officers arrived in a car and advised FWGs they were 

investigating a report received from a member of the public who believed they had witnessed 

illegal hunting in the area. The police encouraged the FWGs to take photos and videos of 

anything suspicious  

Link 27 - Facebook Post 

 

Police Involvement 

Helpful and supportive towards FWGs. Believe no charges/prosecutions  
 

3.4 

Date: 4/1/20 

Location: Lamorna, Penzance 

Hunt: Western 

Police Force: Devon & Cornwall 

Type of incident: Hunt invaded the grounds of a house with hounds running in a swimming 

pool area and nature reserve. A boundary fence was also damaged allegedly by the hunt.  

Crime number: 442 4/1 

Details: Word for word statement from MOP who reported the crime in box below 

 

Police involvement: Promised call from Wildlife Crime Officer never materialised 

 

 

 

  

“Our house stands in approximately 17 acres of woodland. The Western Hunt know full well they are not allowed on 
our property. We consider our grounds to be a nature reserve for all sorts of animals, including foxes, of which there 
are several. Our boundaries are fenced with medium stock fencing. 
 
Members of AAF were here on our land at the time and witnessed the whole incident. All of whom were happy to 
make statements to the police about what they saw. 
 
The whole pack of hounds came from one area of our fenced boundary, streaming down over our rocks, through our 
swimming pool area and down on, right through the part of our woods where the foxes live. They were all over the 
area. Eventually they continued on through to the main road where the riders were waiting for them. How amazing 
they knew that the hounds would appear there!  
 
We phoned the police and reported the incident. We were given a crime number.  
 
We could not quite believe that the hounds had managed to get into our property as the fence is secure and we 
regularly check it. When we went up and inspected the fence, we saw that one of the fence posts had been lifted up 
out of the ground, not knocked over, but lifted up vertically, pulling the stock fencing up. It had clearly been recently 
done. We believe the hunt had done this earlier in the day, or possibly the day before, to allow the hounds access. 
The other side of our fence is just rough ground where no one ever goes. But there were tyre tracks in an adjoining 
field, two fields back from the nearest road, which stopped at a small gate allowing access to that area of rough 
ground on the other side of our fence.  
 
We phoned the police again to report the damage to our fence. We were given a crime number. 
 
Over a week went by and we heard nothing.”  
 
We phoned the police again. 

https://www.facebook.com/WesternWatchCornwall/posts/518036822125484
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3.5 

Date: 11/1/20 

Location: Higher Bollogas farm/Drift/Moor Magy area 

Hunt: Western 

Police Force: Devon & Cornwall 
Type of incident: Damage to vehicle-attempted ram/kicked mirror. Also, illegal hunting. 

Incident number: 20200118-0066 

Details: 

FWGs have film evidence of a member of the hunt support attempting to ram their vehicle plus 

a member of the hunt kicking their wing mirror. At one point hounds were seen in cry between 

Trevorian and Lesbew Farms 

Link 28 - Video 

 

Police Involvement 

Believe no charges/prosecutions 

 

3.6 

Date: 21/01/20 

Location: St Buryan/Sennen area 

Hunt: Western 

Police Force: Devon & Cornwall 

Type of incident: Dead rabbit thrown at member of the public.  
Incident number: Unknown 

Details: 

Several reports received by FWGs from concerned members of the public regarding hunt 

activity including a dead rabbit being thrown at a member of the public who reported the incident 

to the police. She had previously witnessed the hunt chase an injured deer across her garden, 

and we have seen photos of injuries sustained by her cat after he was he almost killed by hounds. 

Quote from a witness received after the hit report was published:   

 

 
 

Link 29 - Facebook Post 

 

Police Involvement 

Believe no charges/prosecutions regarding any of the incidents. 

 

3.7 

Date: 13/02/2020 

Location: Lanyon Quoit, Madron 

Hunt: Western 

Police Force: Devon & Cornwall 

Type of incident: Injured/neglected hound. Several bloodstained hounds. Suspected aftermath 

of illegal hunting 

Incident number: 00214902 (RSPCA incident no) 
Details: 

FWGs came across bloodied hounds one of which appeared to be injured 

Link 30 

Police Involvement 

Believe no charges/prosecutions 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/WesternWatchCornwall/videos/764611380614524/
https://www.facebook.com/WesternWatchCornwall/posts/546102969318869
https://www.facebook.com/WesternWatchCornwall/posts/559950114600821
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3.8 

Date: 07/03/20  

Location: Ding Dong/Carfury area 

Hunt: Western 

Police Force: Devon & Cornwall 

Type of incident: Threat of violence against FWG 

Incident number: Incident: DCP20200307-0406 Crime: CR/020555/20 

Details: 

Member of the hunt threatened to whip a FWG who was walking on a footpath. Hunt were 

sending hounds into inaccessible scrubland again where it would not have been feasible to lay a 

trail 

Link 31 - Facebook Post 

 

Police Involvement 

Police supportive. Was followed up, police told the huntsman to apologise. Believe no 

charges/prosecutions  

  

https://www.facebook.com/WesternWatchCornwall/posts/575270529735446
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4. NORTH SHROPSHIRE HUNT/SOUTH SHROPSHIRE 

HUNT   

West Mercia Police Force  

4.1 

Date: 21/12/19 

Location: Sansaw, Shrewsbury SY4 3JP 

Hunt: North Shropshire 

Police Force: West Mercia 

Type of incident: Illegal hunting 

Incident number: 403S211219 

Details: 

Hunt observed by FWGs surrounding covert and sending hounds in, one filmed the fox running 

out of covert. Fox escaped to safety  

Link 32 - Facebook Post 

 

Police Involvement 

No Police response to incident. Believe no follow up/charges/prosecutions 

 
4.2 

Date: 28/12/19 

Location: Caynton Gorse, Edgemond, Shropshire. TF10 

Hunt: North Shropshire 

Police Force: West Mercia 

Type of incident: Badger sett filled, hounds going to ground 

Incident number: 283S281219 

Details: 

FWG filmed terrier men and North Shropshire Hunt members with hounds on known badger 

sett, sett was blocked  

Link 33 - Video 

 

Police Involvement: 

PC Lee Thomas attended the scene later that afternoon. Believe no follow up/ charges/ 

prosecutions 

 

 

4.3 
Date: 4/1/20 

Location: Brandwood area, near Loppington, Shrewsbury, SY4  

Hunt: North Shropshire - jointly with the Wynnstay & Cheshire Hunts  

Police Force: West Mercia 

Type of incident: Illegal hunting 

Incident number: 256S04012020 

Details: 

FWGs filmed hunt flushing 3 foxes in total during the day.  Hounds were caught marking the 

third fox to ground in a badger sett  

Link 34 - Facebook Post 

 

Police Involvement 

No Police response to incident. Believe no follow up/charges/prosecutions 

 

4.4 

Date: 18/1/20 

Location: Sansaw, Shrewsbury SY4 3JP 
Hunt: North Shropshire 

Police Force: West Mercia 

https://www.facebook.com/cheshiremonitors/posts/2487508981513684
https://www.facebook.com/ShropWildMonitors/videos/2522381451417820/
https://www.facebook.com/cheshiremonitors/posts/2502689766662272
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Type of incident: Illegal hunting of injured fox 

Incident number: 0240-S-180120 

Details: 

FWG observed an injured fox escaping the hunt. No opportunity to film  

 

Police Involvement 

No Police response to incident. Believe no follow up/charges/prosecutions 

 

4.5 

Date: 29/2/20 

Location: Cheney Longville, Near Craven Arms, Shropshire 

Hunt: South Shropshire - jointly with United 

Police Force: West Mercia 

Type of incident: Illegal hunting 

Incident number: 541s290220 

Details: 

Video evidence shows hounds chasing a fox from Sibdon Wood along the boundary of  National 
Trust's land at Hopesay Hill. Hounds were seen pursuing the fox with hunt staff into Wart Hill 

Plantation to Upper Carwood and Middle. The hunt also blocked various roads and had terrier 

men in attendance 

Link 35 – Facebook Post 

 

Police Involvement 

Unknown. Believe no follow up/charges/prosecutions. 

 

4.6 

Date: 25/01/20  

Location: Merrington, Near Harmer Hill SY4 3QL 

Hunt: North Shropshire 

Police Force: West Mercia 

Type of incident: Overloaded and unlicensed quad (2 terrier men on 1 man quad) 

Incident number: 609S260120 

Details: 

Two terrier men on a one-man quad, no licence plate 
Link 36 – Facebook Post 

 

Police Involvement 

No Police response to incident. Believe no follow up/charges/prosecutions 

 

4.7 

Date: 1/2/20 

Location: A41 near Hinstock, Shropshire 

Hunt: North Shropshire 

Police Force: West Mercia 

Type of incident: Hounds out of control on the A41 

Incident number: S271 010220 

Details: 

Hounds on the road, one hound killed. Body of hound put in supporter’s car boot and hunting 

continued  

Link 37 - Facebook Post 

 
Police Involvement 

No Police response to incident. Believe no follow up/charges/prosecutions 

 

4.8 

Date: 1/2/20 

Location: Vicinity of Hinstock, Shropshire 

Hunt: North Shropshire 

Police Force: West Mercia 

Type of incident: Illegal hunting 

Incident number: 187S020220 

Details: 

Hunt was observed illegally hunting  

https://www.facebook.com/nationaltrust/?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARBRWMdKVZtRXMxaQO4UEOawJGNqZRM5RlQvQn-xoLeDTs8DaOyBHzJBg4fYff1GfI9KTnJZZRFFeJki&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBst42ITJ7PwAwYbAw1rJJQxa5Z1RdNeNTJ8j6VmMkeT3QQgD63wenL0A5u_ykbRcXj3bsZa8nFiQQwOKg5TawB6XOHG7omIHfCwRVRoTscyBSmRGeaRKinRNE_zaJmS1s4mxAKL-cvuRVdxLon0M9w70YvcsWdlI6IgY5PaJOVW6qMZQriEl3_G_NZSWV7Nwy3_s_hp61uApoe4zujAK6hQV-X3Hs07yk5x5bxqaOyzUXyf_qvoc-H5zoHo__OzXuLeUIZyZIo8jE3iLG10aoS3Xxi7v7_Y6fqVG6-TIm8EPQGLzTWftf7Po2QkdNi_rr7Zn_mrBJ16Ac4ltd9FQg
https://www.facebook.com/nationaltrust/?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARBRWMdKVZtRXMxaQO4UEOawJGNqZRM5RlQvQn-xoLeDTs8DaOyBHzJBg4fYff1GfI9KTnJZZRFFeJki&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBst42ITJ7PwAwYbAw1rJJQxa5Z1RdNeNTJ8j6VmMkeT3QQgD63wenL0A5u_ykbRcXj3bsZa8nFiQQwOKg5TawB6XOHG7omIHfCwRVRoTscyBSmRGeaRKinRNE_zaJmS1s4mxAKL-cvuRVdxLon0M9w70YvcsWdlI6IgY5PaJOVW6qMZQriEl3_G_NZSWV7Nwy3_s_hp61uApoe4zujAK6hQV-X3Hs07yk5x5bxqaOyzUXyf_qvoc-H5zoHo__OzXuLeUIZyZIo8jE3iLG10aoS3Xxi7v7_Y6fqVG6-TIm8EPQGLzTWftf7Po2QkdNi_rr7Zn_mrBJ16Ac4ltd9FQg
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=218309149559923&id=110530057004500
https://www.facebook.com/ShropWildMonitors/posts/1032705987093194
https://www.facebook.com/cheshiremonitors/posts/2525829401014975
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Link 38 - Facebook Post 

 

Police Involvement 

No Police response to incident. Believe no follow up/charges/prosecutions 

 

4.9 

Date: 08/02/20  

Location: Loppington, Shrewsbury 

Hunt: North Shropshire 

Police Force: West Mercia 

Type of incident: Illegal hunting 

Incident number: N343/08/02/20  

Details: 

Illegal hunting observed by FWGs. Hounds went into cry in Brownheath Moss woods 

Also, terrier men present again, two on an unlicensed, uninsured and overloaded quad bike 

(Direct quote from FWGs; “why have terrier men on a trail hunt if not to……dig out foxes?”)  

Link 39 - Facebook Post 
 

Police Involvement 

Unknown. Believe no follow up/charges/prosecutions 

 

4.10 

Date: 15/02/20  

Location: Edgemond, Newport Shropshire 

Hunt: North Shropshire 

Police Force: West Mercia 

Type of incident: Illegal hunting 

Incident number: 297S150220 

Details: 

Hounds caught marking to ground on an active badger sett. Roads blocked by hunt support. 

Hunt were also seen to ride with hounds down the B5062 

Link 40 - Facebook Post 

 

Police Involvement 
Unknown. Believe no follow up/charges/prosecutions 

 

4.11 

Date: 11/1/20 

Location: Cause Castle area, Westbury, Shrewsbury 

Hunt: South Shropshire 

Police Force: West Mercia 

Type of incident: Assault on a female FWG by terrier man 

Incident number: 288/5110120 

Details: 

Female FWG assaulted  

Link 41 - Facebook Post 

 

Police Involvement 

Below is a diary of the police involvement kept by the injured female monitor. Believe no follow 

up/charges/prosecutions 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/cheshiremonitors/posts/2525829401014975
https://www.facebook.com/ShropWildMonitors/posts/1043784555985337
https://www.facebook.com/ShropWildMonitors/posts/1048921018805024
https://www.facebook.com/ShropWildMonitors/posts/1021304114900048
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4.12 

Date: 12/1/20 

Location: Cause Castle area, Westbury, Shrewsbury 

Hunt: South Shropshire 

Police Force: West Mercia 

Type of incident: Unlicensed quads on road 

Incident number: 22/3588/20 

Details: 

FWG’s also witnessed; hounds in cry on the scent of a fox beyond Tiledhouse Wood, monitors 

observed two very exhausted foxes “running for their lives” – they escaped 

Link 42 - Facebook Post 

 

Police Involvement 

Didn’t attend. Believe no follow up/charges/prosecutions 

 
4.13 

Date: 29/1/20 

Location: Venus Pools nature reserve 

Hunt: South Shropshire  

Police Force: West Mercia 

Type of incident: Trespass onto a nature reserve  

Incident number: Unknown  

Details: 

Assault 11/1/20  
11 January Rang 101 few minutes after assault to report   
12/1 Sunday - police rang to ask about incident and see what I want to do   
Advised that I wanted him charged with assault   
12/1 received email from PC Stevens asking for more information re assailant   
14/1 two police visit home re quad bikes I reported ....  
14/1 PC Hurley west mercia called, sent  him pictures of assailant from my body cam via 
WhatsApp   
15/1 i contacted PC Hurley to advise that someone via Fb post from Cheshire Monitors, had 
identified this person as *** and provided address   
17/1 I emailed pc Steven's   
As seems like he wasnt aware of my conversation/correspondence between myself, PC Hurley   
 advised that was unable to move my arm,  and had been to A & E after a week since the assault 
on pain killers and unable to get GP appointment  
20/1 was asked if I still want to pursue matter,   PC 3677 Scimia is dealing with this now, a local 
officer   
7/2 Helen Milne text to make arrangements to call to take statement   
9/2 statement given   
Few days later all evidence sent over from my body cam   
27/2 PC Scimia wanted contact details for Cheshire Monitors regarding the witness who named 
the assailant   
28/2 rang to  advise PC Scimia who best contact af cheshire Monitors was...  
Seems they cant move forward as need a statement from this person as to how they knew the 
assailant   
31/3 contact from pc Scimia to advise they can’t take the case forward as they need a statement 
from the person who identified him. (this was sent confidentially and I believe was 
anonymous,  but the police can’t use this ?)...also said we would probably be out of time to 
present to PCS   
I was off work for 4 weeks and had to have physio therapy due to this injury.  

 

https://www.facebook.com/ShropWildMonitors/posts/1021304114900048
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According to the Chairman of the Shropshire Ornithological Society “Horses and riders were 

observed all over the reserve, including in ‘no-go’ areas. Considerable disruption to the birds on 

the pool occurred and the many visitors were frightened and upset” 

Link 43 - Media Report 

 

Police Involvement 

Unknown. Believe no follow up/charges/prosecutions 

 

4.14 

Date: 7/3/20 

Location: Cound to Eaton Mascott - Upper Cound/Berrington/Cantlop 

Hunt: South Shropshire - jointly with United or possibly Wynnstay (unclear) 

Police Force: West Mercia 

Type of incident: Blocked badger setts/illegal hunting 

Incident number: 376-S-070320 

Details: 

Illegally blocked setts, blocking in of FWGs by hunt support; FWGs witnessed a fox running 
with hounds no more than 5 metres behind; fox escaped, FWGs rated the hounds back and 

covered the fox’s scent with citronella 

Link 44 - Facebook Post 

 

Police Involvement 

Reported to be more interested in monitoring FWGs than observing illegal activities being 

carried out by the hunt. Believe no follow up/charges/prosecutions 

 

4.15 

Date: 7/3/20 

Location: Cound to Eaton Mascott - Upper Cound/Berrington/Cantlop  

Hunt: South Shropshire - jointly with United or possibly Wynnstay (unclear) 

Police Force: West Mercia 

Type of incident: Unlicensed quads 

Incident number 04-S-070320 

Details: 

Un-plated quads illegally on the road 
Link 45 - Facebook Post 

 

Police Involvement 

As above, reported to be more interested in monitoring FWGs than observing illegal activities 

being carried out by the hunt. Believe no follow up / charges / prosecutions 

 

  

https://www.birdguides.com/news/south-shropshire-hunt-disturb-birds-on-nature-reserve/
https://www.facebook.com/staffordshirehuntsabs/posts/496232641016912
https://www.facebook.com/staffordshirehuntsabs/posts/496232641016912
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Part Four 

Police Bias Towards the Hunt 

When AAF began collecting data for this report, our stated aim was to find out what the 

real situation was. Avon and Somerset Police force advised us to collect incident 

numbers to build an evidenced-based report. This is what we discovered. 

 
Police Bias is shown in a number of ways: 

1. Use of resources  

2. Police act on calls from hunts, but disregard calls from FWGs 
3. FWGs’ dissatisfaction with the police 

4. Hunters’ satisfaction with the police  

5. Police officers personally involved with the hunt.  

6. No clear consistent national policy on policing hunts  

1. Use of resources 

1.1. Police often cite limited resources as a reason why they are unable to respond to calls about 

illegal hunting. However, there are many incidents where police resources have been used to 

delay FWGs and allow illegal hunting to continue. This indicates police are choosing to use 

resources to support the hunt. Here are examples: 

 

 

15/10/19: West Mercia Police assisting the hunt 

Link 46 - Facebook Post 

 

13/11/19: West Midlands video re Thames Valley stopping FWG car 

Link 47 - Video 

 

1.2. Derbyshire Police used a drone to monitor the protest at the hunt’s New Year’s Day Meet. 

However, they did not continue to use it later when the hunt was out hunting.  

 

1.3. The cost of policing the Portman’s Boxing Day Hunt was around £12,000. The cost of policing 

the Barlow Hunt’s New Year’s Day Meet was around £15,000. With forty protests around the 

country, the cost of policing may have exceeded £500,000. This was for two days’ hunting only. 

The information was provided by the relevant police forces.  

  

https://www.facebook.com/staffordshirehuntsabs/posts/402166323756878
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=968789300146775
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2. Police act on calls from hunts, but disregard calls from FWGs 

2.1. In the last season, there were several incidents where hunters called the police and falsely 

claimed they had seen FWGs with handguns. The police responded and delayed the FWGs. No 

arrests were made and no handguns were ever found. AAF understands that police must act if 
they receive calls of this nature. However, the police’s prompt attendance for these calls is not 

matched by prompt attendance for a call from an FWG. This happens whatever the call is – 

about illegal hunting or intimidation and violence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

26/2/20: Mendip Hunt Saboteurs were arrested after false claims of them being 

in possession of a handgun. Armed response. Six police vehicles attended. 

 

“While the sabs were being apprehended the hunt continued with their activities 

and a horn was sounded apparently signalling a kill. Earlier in the day the sabs 

caught hunt support around a badger sett, it appeared they were (illegally) 

attempting to dig out a fox which had gone to ground. The sab’s vehicle was 

rammed and there was also an attempt by a hunt member to steal a camera.” 

Hit Report – Mendip Hunt Sabs. 

 

Link 48 - Media Report 

 

Here is another example, this time from Derbyshire: 

Link 49 - Media Report 

 

  

 

https://www.somersetlive.co.uk/news/somerset-news/six-armed-police-units-sent-3909777?fbclid=IwAR2cqUVinyKQ6xpcbqMDPeoS80apebXWZOLRqIzGr3wiKMDFP5GSLWMWEtY
https://www.thecanary.co/discovery/analysis-discovery/2020/03/19/armed-police-arrested-hunt-saboteurs-on-unlucky-friday-13th/?fbclid=IwAR3YYi2wBUyn8OEORr1VvTdPGZAgQEBUbPPBV1cHBMteoyfy5wIpI6f30V0
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2.2. AAF is also very concerned that hunters are not questioned about wasting police 

time. 

 

 

2.3. There are many examples of FWGs reporting illegal hunting, but the police do 

not attend until it is too late to do anything. 

 

9/11/19: illegal kill filmed on a drone, police took over 1.5 hours to turn up 

Link 50 - Media Report 

 

 

 

3. FWGs’ dissatisfaction with the police  

3.1. Very few FWGs are satisfied with the way the police respond to hunt related calls. The survey 

below was directed at FWGs who called the police on a hunt-related matter. While 56% of 

responders thought that the police treated them with courtesy, 86% were unsatisfied by the 

police’s response to the crime itself. 90% thought that the police were not interested in the crime.  

 

Link 51 - Survey Results 

  Link 51a - false allegation against FWGs by hunts.  

 

4. Hunters’ satisfaction with the police 

4.1. In a survey that was maliciously shared with pro blood sports groups, AAF discovered that 79% 

of pro blood sports individuals are happy with the way the police respond to hunt-related calls. 

AAF believes that there is no doubt that hunts are illegally hunting foxes (as many of the 

incidents detailed in this report show), but the pro blood sports responders were far more 

concerned about FWGs disrupting their activities than they were about the law.  This indicates 

that some police are content to ‘turn a blind eye’ to illegal hunting. 

 

Link 52 - Hunters' Satisfaction with the Police 

“We won't be reporting this kill to Leicestershire police as we have no faith in 
them impartially investigating this crime. They have consistently shown pro-
hunt bias and persecuted hunt sabs and we won't engage with them in any 
way”. https://www.facebook.com/nottssabs/posts/2642486875797793 

Nottingham Hunt Sabs November 2019 

 

Quote from Derbyshire FWG 

 

https://metro.co.uk/2019/11/11/pack-hounds-filmed-decapitating-fox-legal-hunt-11078926/?fbclid=IwAR1KXJXS9N1RywSoi-dDGScKg5F_7wzFJH_zltRrPVeYrrSXtpW71ORACPc
https://surveyhero.com/results/250842/914ed8857e955a22bb4bf5d257e2cab5
https://www.facebook.com/WestMidsHuntSabs/posts/2170511709760558
https://surveyhero.com/results/247547/857eefe4a01401ab56631dff1f06ae78
https://www.facebook.com/nottssabs/posts/2642486875797793
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4.2. This survey also revealed that the hunts want to be able to hunt without the presence of FWGs. 

One response clearly showed that the hunts are killing foxes.  

 
I think they should concentrate more on the disruption of the hunt rather than the hunt 
itself. These jumped up guppy's fighting for the life of a fox is a joke. It's a fox. So what  
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4.3. Derbyshire Police put this comment on their Facebook Page 

 

 
 

A short while later, Polly Portwin, Head of Hunting at the Countryside Alliance 

(the group that wants to make hunting foxes with dogs legal again) used this post 

to indicate that hunts were not illegally killing foxes. 

 

 

Derbyshire Rural Crime team also complained that they had asked FWGs to come 

and talk to them, but they had refused. The local FWG groups said that no one had 

“When talking about the numerous false allegations of foxhunting reported by anti-hunting 
activists, you might be interested to know that even a police rural crime team recently posted 
on social media that: “The ‘evidence’ that is plastered all over social media on a weekly basis 
in almost every case falls short. A vital part of any investigation is the integrity of evidence, if 
that evidence has been tampered with i.e. edited without reason and without a supporting 
statement its accuracy cannot be relied upon.”  
  
The rural crime team went on to say the following about anti-hunting campaigners: “We 
cannot think of any other group that professes to have so much evidence of illegal activity but 
refuses to engage or pass it to us.”” 
 
THIS EXTRACT IS FROM A PRIVATE EMAIL FROM POLLY PORTWIN TO A MEMBER OF THE 
PUBLIC WHO WAS MAKING ENQUIRES ABOUT TRAIL HUNTING TO THE LOCAL HUNT.  IT IS 
REPRODUCED HERE WITH THE MOP’S PERMISSION.  
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asked them to do anything.  AAF contacted Derbyshire Rural Crime team and 

offered to meet with the police, but despite several emails from us, several phone 

calls leaving messages and several reminders, the police did not respond. It was 

only at our insistence that a meeting did take place (many weeks later) between 

AAF Derbyshire and the Rural Crime Team. This indicates that the police did not 

in fact want to solve the situation – preferring not to receive any evidence of illegal 

hunting.  The connection between this and the hunters’ satisfaction with the police 

is clear.  

 

As far as we are aware there is no legal difference in the way third party video 

posts on social media can be used by the police in England to those in Scotland, 

yet it seems the opportunity to use similar posts to assist investigations against 

hunt related crime is never considered 

Link 53 - Media Report 

 

 

5. Police Officers personally involved with the hunt 

5.1. AAF has very good reason to believe that hunters will always act in favour of the hunt in any 

circumstance.  This means that if a police officer is a hunter, it is highly likely that they will not 

act impartially when dealing with a hunt-related call. That said, we recognise that the police are 

largely representative of society and as such it is probable that only a small percentage of officers 

ride with the hunt and/or hold strong pro hunting views.  

 
5.1.1. Several police officers and retired police officers are known to ride (or have ridden) with 

the hunt.  

 
5.1.2. An example of a retired Police Officer riding with the hunt is Joan Williams, Police 

Superintendent. Her husband is Mark Davies, a judge who was taken to court for violence 

to FWGs. 

 
5.1.3. The Hunt Saboteurs Association has identified a number of police officers (including 

Wildlife Crime Officers) as being members of and even riding with the hunt. 

 

Link 54 - Press Release 

 

5.1.4. Another historic example is PC Sarah Ward from York. 

 

Link 55 - Press Release    

At the Boxing Day Protest in Blandford in 2019, a hunter crossed the road to 

push an elderly protestor into the gutter. When she got up, she asked the police 

officer (who was attending the protest) if he could take some action. He told her 

to stand aside. Later on, the lady saw a police officer shaking hands with the 

person who had pushed her over. She reported the incident to the police and 

gave a statement. She had a witness and photographs of the assailant. The police 

dropped the case saying that they could not identify the assailant. By not taking 

action, and failing to help the victim at the time, the police prevented this 

criminal from being prosecuted. AAF believes this was deliberate.  
Incident Number – Dorset Police 55190202 326 

 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-glasgow-west-50870727?fbclid=IwAR3US-zRvCjC5MRAp2s33O-prqQBiIFfMOB7M4YzRO6S1Herd00k-2dZrtY
https://www.huntsabs.org.uk/index.php/92-news/press-releases/669-exposed-animal-abusing-wildlife-officer-s-links-to-fox-killer?fbclid=IwAR2uViWW2AW9WmviMZxHuj-YvatMwGSaqxsPY9ipLBxDzXgo9REROEeTQqg
https://www.huntsabs.org.uk/index.php/92-news/press-releases/477-hunting-wildlife-crime-officer-removed-from-post
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5.1.5. Another example is PC Claire Ford from Cheshire 
Link 55a 

 
5.1.6. The police officer, pictured below wearing a lanyard from the British Association for 

Shooting and Conservation – an organisation known for its connection with the hunting 

community - escorted FWGs away from a pub where the North Staffordshire hunt were 

meeting on 23/11/19. They were merely sitting in a car. 

Link 56 - Facebook Post 

 

 

 

 

                                            
 

 

5.1.7. There are at least three police officers convicted of animal cruelty cases; one of them is 

from Dorset, the police force that decided not to take the video of the Portman Hunt chasing 

a fox any further.  

Link 57 - Media Report 

 

6. No clear, consistent national policy on policing hunts 

6.1. Devon and Cornwall Police force wrote this policy on policing the hunts: 

 

“NSPC Operational Advice on Responding to Hunting Incidents”  

Link 58 -Document 

Sussex and Surrey Police have an additional policy.  

Link 59 - Document 

 
6.2. West Mercia Police have no specific policy at all. 

 
6.3. The Devon and Cornwall policy is introduced as being useful for all police forces. However, 

AAF has examined the policy and found that police officers and police forces sometimes act 

according to the policy, and sometimes do not. As breaches of the Hunting Act 2004 are crimes, 

AAF believes that the approach should be robust and consistent. 

 
6.4. Inconsistencies between forces are also demonstrated by the answers to AAF’s Freedom of 

Information requests, asking the same questions from different forces. Here are two examples: 

 
6.4.1. Surrey Police force provided missing incident numbers over the phone. In response to the 

FOI request from AAF, Thames Valley Police refused to provide missing incident numbers. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4054720/Policewoman-investigation-video-footage-facing-hunt-saboteurs-clash-activists-despite-duty.html
https://www.facebook.com/ManchesterHuntSabs/posts/3094623623888215
https://news.sky.com/story/revealed-how-many-police-officers-in-your-area-have-criminal-convictions-12024290?fbclid=IwAR2Mq9OGoeFiD2c9D1JzqgA0_ZhnjKfcUqu_ZdJ0kUgSfFcr3je6wvWpovI
https://www.npcc.police.uk/2019%20FOI/Crime/013%2019%20%20Hunting%20Incidents.pdf
https://www.sussex.police.uk/SysSiteAssets/foi-media/sussex/policies/hunt-policy-surrey-and-sussex-10662019.pdf
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However, on appeal, Thames Valley did provide all the missing incident numbers they 

could.  

 
6.4.2. West Mercia Police Force provided statistics for officer training on wildlife crime but 

Surrey Police would not.  

 
6.5. This report has clearly shown that police forces across the country have many questions to 

answer in relation to policing the hunts. The questions have been addressed in Part 9 of this 

report. 
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Part Five 

Why some Frontline Wildlife Guardians do not contact the 

police 

There are several reasons for this: 

▪ Poor relationship between the police and the FWGs 

▪ Prejudice against FWGs by the police 

▪ Prejudice against the police by FWGs 

▪ Inefficiency and inaction by the police when investigating hunt related crimes 

▪ Police bias towards the hunt – This has been covered in a separate section in Part 4. 

1. Poor relationship between the police and the FWGs 

1.1. Prior to the hunting ban, FWGs were disrupting a lawful (though cruel and immoral) activity, 

and this put them on the wrong side of the law. Since the ban, the idea that the FWGs are 

lawbreakers has persisted.   

 
1.2. The relationship was seriously damaged by the activities of the “Special Demonstration Squad” 

set up in 1983 to infiltrate protest groups – Animal Aid was targeted in particular. One policeman 

(Robert Lambert MBE) fathered a child in a false relationship – but his immoral behaviour did 

not affect his highly successful career.  The SDS was functional until 2015. 

 
Lewis, Paul; Evans, Rob (2013). Undercover: The True Story of Britain's Secret Police. 
London: Faber and Faber. ISBN 978-0-571-30217-8. 

 
1.3. FWGs are reluctant to give their personal details to the police. They believe that the police show 

bias towards the hunt and they do not trust the police to keep their details private.  

 
1.4. There have been many incidents (highlighted in this report) where police have targeted FWGs 

and allowed illegal hunting to continue. This injustice infuriates and frustrates FWGs. 

 
  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Lewis_(journalist)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faber_and_Faber
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISBN_(identifier)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/978-0-571-30217-8
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2. Prejudice against FWGs by the police 

 
2.1. Historically, animal rights activists are seen as extremists. This stereotypical image has been 

fuelled by the Countryside Alliance and has influenced the public and the police (see below). 

 

2.2. Animal rights activists have been labelled as “domestic terrorists’ by the Prime Minister, and 

the police have been encouraged to treat them in the same way as ISIS or other violent groups. 

However, there is a clear difference between “terrorists” (domestic or otherwise) who are 

prepared to break the law and use violence, and the majority of FWGs - law-abiding citizens 

whose only agenda is to protect wildlife from harm.  

 

 

 

 

Link 60 - Webpage 

 
2.3. The “Prevent Duty” – (safeguarding of children), lists animal rights as a possible source of 

radicalisation. The Prevent Training tells teachers to watch out for children drawing certain 

symbols – and among these are the logos of animal rights groups. 

Link 61 - Webpage 

 
2.4. When attending a hunt-related call, some police may be so influenced by the image of animal 

rights activists, that they fail to judge the situation fairly. “Unconscious bias” is a serious issue 

in our society and many organisations address it by regular training and testing. Animal rights 

activists are often seen as people living on the fringes of society, with no job, no prospect of a 

job, no education and motivated only by envy and desire to cause trouble. They are often called 

“townies”, indicating that they are not from areas where hunting occurs. This image, however, 
is almost wholly inaccurate.  

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

          
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Animal rights extremists are putting the public at risk through their 

behaviour and the pursuit of their vindictive and obsessive agenda” 

Polly Portwin, Countryside Alliance 7 Jan 2020 

 

 Comment from AAF Police Satisfaction Survey, maliciously shared on pro 

hunting groups, June 2020. 

 

 

http://animalrightswatch.us/?p=757813
https://www.preventwatch.org/environment-and-animal-rights-activists-being-referred-to-prevent-programme-uk-news-the-guardian/
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However, groups of animal rights activists commonly share a demographic similar to that of our 2020 

AAF membership. A survey of Action Against Foxhunting members returned these results. 

 
Link 62 - Survey Result 

 

68% live in a rural area 
88% are in work (the others are mostly retired) 

49% are educated to degree level or higher 

80% are over 45 years of age 

 

The members of AAF are mainstream. Many have jobs in public service, caring for people. 

Among those who responded to the survey, were 11 nurses, doctors, midwives and other care 

workers, 9 teachers, 15 business owners, 5 social workers and a firefighter. 

  

However, we do not want to suggest that we only value 

members who have educational qualifications or 

professional status. With the exception of hunters, AAF 

includes everybody. 
 

3. Prejudice against the police by FWGs 

 
3.1. Some FWGs do not trust any police at all. Statistically, however, it is likely that 85% of police 

do not agree with foxhunting, mirroring the opinion of the general population. 

Link 63 - Media Article 

 

3.2. Many police have very little understanding or knowledge of hunting issues and therefore have 

no real understanding of exactly why FWGs observe hunts. This is mostly due to inadequate 

training (see “Why Prosecutions under the Hunting Act are Rare”) 

 

3.3.  If all police treat hunt-related calls impartially, FWGs may begin to trust the police. AAF is 

keen to work with the police to improve their relationship with FWGs. At the present time, the 

significant number of examples of what is perceived to be police bias severely hampers any 

improvement in the relationship.  

 

 

4. Inefficiency and inaction by the police when investigating 

hunt-related crimes. 

 
4.1. FWGs who have reported illegal hunting, or any other hunt-related crimes to the police have 

found that police take no action against the hunt.  Many of these incidents are highlighted in this 

report.  

https://surveyhero.com/results/241879/9f3d41b6ad1d594d779d4b073bc51a4f
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/fox-hunting-poll-boxing-day-league-against-cruel-sports-ban-theresa-may-election-a8127851.html
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“Having been surrounded and horribly intimidated by hunt supporters on 

Boxing Day, my family spent the rest of Christmas in and out of the police 

station, giving statements. It ruined our holiday. The police took no action 

at all, despite clear video evidence of the incident. I complained (ringing the 

station repeatedly until I finally spoke to the right person) and it was only 

then that the police agreed to talk to the perpetrators whom we had 

identified.  It took another three months before they did even that.  It was a 

total waste of time and we felt completely let down by the police.”  

 

Member of the public 6/7/18 

 

“I've been doing this 35 years and if we can't get even this* to court 
then what the hell is the point? I invested so much time in this - 
countless hours of time for it all to come to nowt - it's so damned 
frustrating.” 

Wildlife Witness 8th June 2020 

*WW filmed the Portman Hunt clearly chasing a fox but Dorset 
Police dropped the case.  
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Part Six 

Why prosecutions under the hunting act are rare 

 

                       
 

 

Over 90% of all crimes in the UK do not result in a prosecution and fewer than 

10% of criminals are prosecuted.  

 

Link 64 - Media Report 

 

The fact that 10 criminals out of 100 are brought to prosecution does not mean that 

only 10 people have committed crimes.  Yet Polly Portwin from the Countryside 

Alliance (the organisation running the “Bring Back Hunting Campaign”) says this:  

 

“It is now more than 14 years since the Hunting Act was enforced yet there have 

been just 27 convictions under the Act relating to registered hunts, despite more 

than a quarter of a million days hunting having taken place by over 250 hunts 

during this time. These figures do not suggest that hunts are breaking the law and 

is confirmation that the infrastructure of hunting remains an integral part of the 

countryside and is here to stay.” Polly Portwin, Countryside Alliance 

 

Link 65 - Media Report 

  

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/crime-statistics-uk-justice-prosecution-rates-rape-victims-disclosure-police-funding-a8747191.html
https://www.sunderlandecho.com/news/countryside-alliance-hits-back-reports-illegal-hunts-across-north-yorkshire-107888
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However, the low number of convictions is due to other factors: 

1. The inadequacy of the Hunting Act.  

2. The difficulty of obtaining evidence of illegal hunting 

3. Inadequacy of police involvement, including the unwillingness of the police to pursue 

breaches of the hunting act, despite overwhelming evidence that a crime has taken place.  

 

1. The Inadequacy of the Hunting Act 2004 

 

Link 66 - The Hunting Act 2004 

Link 67 - Prosecutions under the Hunting Act 

 

 

The Hunting Act made it illegal to pursue a wild mammal with a dog. However, there 

are two clear weaknesses.  

 

▪ The Defences and Exemptions 

▪ The 6 month statutory limit on bringing charges 

 

 

1.1. Defences and Exemptions 

▪ Trail hunting 

▪ Exempt hunting 

▪ No intent proven 

▪ No connection with offenders 

▪ No specified mammal was hunted 

▪ Wrong identification 

▪ Temporary lapse 

 

Link 68 - Legal Guidance 
 

The commonest defence is that the defendant did not intend to hunt a wild animal.  

 

1.2. No intent proven 

Defendants claim that although their dogs may indeed have hunted a wild 

mammal, there has not been proof that they intended their dogs to do so, or that 

they could have done anything to stop them since they were far away from the 

dogs when the chase took place. 

 

This defence relies on a 1969 ruling by the House of Lords that guilty intent is 

important in criminal acts in establishing guilt in all ordinary cases. 

 

Successful prosecutions against such a defence are based on proving that the 

actions of the defendant equated to encouraging his dogs to chase a wild mammal, 

for example by the use of the hunting horn, or that the defendants deliberately 

allowed the dogs to be out of control when they realised that they were on the scent 

of a wild mammal. 

 

1.3. Trail hunting 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2004/37/contents
https://www.huntingact.org/prosecutions/summary/
https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/hunting-act-2004#_Toc17207381
https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/hunting-act-2004#_Toc17207382
https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/hunting-act-2004#_Toc17207383
https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/hunting-act-2004#_Toc17207384
https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/hunting-act-2004#_Toc17207385
https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/hunting-act-2004#_Toc17207386
https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/hunting-act-2004#_Toc17207387
https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/hunting-act-2004
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Defendants claim that they were trail hunting and that an accident occurred where 

the dogs chased a wild mammal out of their control. 

 

Successful prosecutions against such a defence are based on proving that the 

accused ought to be aware their hounds were pursuing the scent of a wild mammal 

scent, and they did not do anything to stop them (or even did something to 

encourage them) when he had the opportunity to do so. 

 

1.4. Exempt hunting 

Defendants claim that they were hunting under one of the exemptions provided by 

Schedule 1 of the Act and therefore they were not committing any offence. 

 

Examples of exemptions that have been used in this type of defence are the 

“flushing to guns” exemption and the similar ‘falconry’ exemption. These involve 

arguing that the dogs were simply being used to flush out the prey so that it can be 

hunted by a bird of prey or shot. 

 

The “observation and research” exemption is another example and is often used in 

stag hunting cases, since stag hunts do not do trail hunting. 

 

Successful prosecutions against such a defence are based on proving that any of 

the conditions needed to be able to claim a particular exempt hunting were not 

abided with (for example, the condition that the mammal needs to be shot as soon 

as it is flushed out). 

 

1.5. Six Month Statutory Limit 

Under the Hunting Act, charges have to be brought within 6 months of the crime. 

If the date is missed, the charges are not brought – however obvious and well 

supported by evidence the breach of the Act was. This weakness (both of the Act 

and the police themselves) allows crimes to go unpunished.  

 

 

2. Difficulty in collecting evidence of illegal hunting 

2.1. FWGs follow fox hunts in order to collect evidence of illegal hunting.  Unlike 

drag hunts or clean boot hunts (neither of which involve chasing a wild 

mammal), fox hunts are hostile to observers. The dates, locations and routes of 

their hunts are not published. Finding foxhunts and following them are a 

challenge. Much of the fox hunting takes place on privately owned land, to 

which the FWGs have no access.  FWGs are often at some distance from the 

hunt. Hunt personnel obstruct the views of the FWGs, if they get close to a 

hunted fox. Hunt vehicles are used to block roads preventing FWGs from seeing 

or approaching the hunt.  

 

2.2. Video evidence is required for an investigation and possible prosecution. The 

evidence must have three things in the same, continuous shot: the huntsman, the 

hounds and the fox being pursued.  The huntsman will often allow a 

considerable gap to build up between himself and the hounds, thus preventing 

the FWGs from obtaining the required evidence. 
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2.3. The video evidence must be continuous. FWGs have to move very quickly to 

keep up with the hunt and they often have to climb over gates.  If the camera 

operator loses sight of the hunt for a second, then the evidence is invalid. 

 

2.4. Even if this evidence is obtained, intent still has to be proven. The huntsman 

may show intent if he is encouraging his hounds with voice and horn but the 

camera operator must be close enough to record the sound as well as see the 

events. 
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3. The Role of the Police 

3.1. When the Act became law in 2005, pro hunters said they would ignore the law and carry on hunting. 

Link 69 - Media Report 

 
3.2. The police were aware that this law was going to be broken repeatedly. However, enforcing this 

law has never been a priority.  Tony Blair, who was Prime Minister at the time when the law was 

enacted told then-Home Office minister Hazel Blears to steer police away from enforcing the law. 

More recently, Boris Johnson said (and this was AFTER the Hunting Act was introduced) “I loved 

my day with the hunt, and I hope they have the courage and organisation to keep going for ever. If 

the hounds pick up a fox, so be it. How will the poor cops prove mens rea?” 

Link 70 - Media Report 

Link 71 - Media Report 

 
3.3. Breaches of the Hunting Act are not recordable. This means that as far as the police are 

concerned, fox hunting is in the same bracket as littering.  

 
3.4. From the outset, the police were given this advice about tackling offences under the hunting act: 

Link 72 - Media Report 
3.5. Fox hunting is not one of the national priorities for Wildlife Crime. 

 

3.6. When policing foxhunts, the police focus on public order. The likelihood of a violent clash 

between pro and anti bloodsports groups is high; this is why the police focus on the people rather 

than the wildlife. 

Link 73 - Document 

 
3.7. Police are not routinely trained on the Hunting Act. Because of the exemptions and the issues 

surrounding “trail hunting”, it is a complex area and many police officers have very little 

understanding of it. This means that they would not necessarily recognise illegal hunting, even 

if they were called out to a hunt-related offence.  

 

3.8. An FOI request to West Mercia Police Force revealed that out of 4169 employees, only 15 had 
received training on illegal hunting. This is 0.003%. This means that illegal hunting could take 

place in front of 99.99% employees, but they would not recognise it as a crime.  This is clearly 

an advantage to the hunters, 91% of whom believe that police are adequately trained on illegal 

hunting. (see Police Satisfaction Survey) 

 
3.9. Controllers are also not trained on the Hunting Act. Controllers have to prioritise calls; if they 

are unaware that hunting is illegal, they are unlikely to despatch officers to an incident. 

  

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-201148/Hunt-supporters-pledge-disobedience.html
http://www.hazelblears.co.uk/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-201148/Hunt-supporters-pledge-disobedience.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/boris-johnson-fox-hunting-sexual-illegal-ban-a9624846.html?fbclid=IwAR1uXQ0jnAJLHtyeX4oBpLZcxkeCSB9-wx3E3cE6WyBSnQt22laSZ-_Kt2M
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/4215201.stm
https://www.nwcu.police.uk/how-do-we-prioritise/priorities/
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3.10. This report has shown that some police forces and some police officers                     

discriminate against FWGs. They appear to act in a prejudicial way, assuming 

that the FWGs are the ones breaking the law.  
 

3.11.  On 20th November2019, Wildlife Witness filmed the Portman Hunt    chasing 

a fox. The footage includes all the required elements (see 2.2 above). 

Link 74 - Video 

 
Despite this, Dorset Police decided to drop the investigation. These were the reasons: 

▪ The huntsman and whip claimed to have stopped the hounds in the next field – after the 

filming had stopped. 

▪ They claimed they had witnesses to support what the huntsman and whip said. They did 

not interview the witnesses.  

 

However, stopping after you have already committed the crime, is NOT a 

defence (see 1.1 above). 

NB In the opinion of AAF, this undermines most of the laws in this country. If 

you commit an offence and then stop, this does not mean you have not committed 

the offence. This also suggests that the police officer who dropped the case has 

little or no understanding of the Hunting Act. It is the pursuit of the wild 

mammal with dogs that is the offence. The prosecution does not need to prove 

that the mammal was killed, just chased.  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66ShezVesuQ
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Part Seven 

Best Practice for FWG groups 

A better relationship with the police is essential for tackling wildlife crime.  This 

can be achieved by: 

▪ Reporting all wildlife crimes to the police 

▪ Liaising regularly with local police 

▪ Providing ad hoc wildlife “training” for police 

1. Reporting all wildlife crimes to the police 

1.1. Several FWG groups have been committed to reporting all wildlife crime to the police. Among 

these are Three Counties Hunt Sabs and Shropshire Wildlife Monitors.  

 
1.2. The blocking of badger setts by hunts is a key crime. To function properly, hunts have to block 

badger setts to stop foxes from escaping from the hounds. Hunts must be prevented from 

blocking setts by consistent monitoring and reporting of incidents.  

 
1.3. Three Counties Hunt Sabs and Cirencester Illegal Hunt Watch reported 40 incidents in the 2019-

2020 season. In the previous season, they reported more than 100. The number of incidents 

reduced in 2019 - 2020, very likely because of consistent reporting.  There have been no 

convictions for sett blocking – mainly because of the difficulty of identifying the criminals – but 

there is no doubt that the Three Counties’ monitoring and reporting has had an effect on the 

hunt.  

 

1.4. The number of reported incidents is a factor in calculating police resources. If crimes are not 

reported, resources are reduced. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Liaising with local police 

2.1. Both Three Counties and Shropshire Against the Cull liaise officially with the police. In 

Gloucestershire, Wildlife Crime Engagement Group meet 4 times a year.  Other wildlife groups 

are also regularly involved.  

 
2.2. The prejudice that Police Officers may feel towards FWGs is likely to be reduced if police know 

the FWGs personally. 

 
2.3. The hunts regularly meet with police to put their side of it. They will be asserting that they are 

“trail hunting” and that FWGs are disrupting a lawful activity. If FWGs do not have a say, the 

police are far more likely to believe what the hunts are saying.  

 
2.4. The mistrust between the police and FWGs significantly limits the prospect of liaison with the 

police. AAF, however, will always help with this issue. If we can, we will find a member nearby 

who is willing to talk to the police. This happened with Derbyshire Police in the 2019 – 2020 

season. 

“When I was at school, I always got a better mark for a longer essay. If we get 

more incident numbers for wildlife crimes, we will get a better mark – and 

more resources. Report the crimes.” 

Wildlife Crime Officer, Avon and Somerset Police. 
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3. Provide ad-hoc “training” for police on wildlife crimes 

3.1. Police are not routinely trained on wildlife crimes. For an officer to accuse a huntsman of illegal 

hunting while out in the field, he/she has to be certain that one has been committed.  

 

3.2. Many FWGs believe that the higher-ranking the policeman, the more likely he/she is to support 

the hunt. If a low-ranking officer accuses a huntsman, he/she will have to justify this to their 
superior officer.  This may reduce the number of reported crimes. even further.  

 
3.3. Many FWGs are experts on wildlife crime. They can share their expertise with the police either 

in the field or at liaison meetings. 

 
3.4. FWGs could encourage officers to ask Wildlife Crime Officers for advice, if they are in any 

doubt about what they are seeing. 
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Part Eight  

Best Practice for Police attending Hunt Related Calls 

 

This section is a link to: 

 

“NSPC Operational Advice on Responding to Hunting Incidents”   

 

Link 75 - Police Document 

 

This is a policy written by Devon and Cornwall Police, which was intended to inform 

the practice of every police force.  

 

It is the basis for Part Nine of this report “Questions for the police to answer in response 

to this report” 

 

  

https://www.npcc.police.uk/2019%20FOI/Crime/013%2019%20%20Hunting%20Incidents.pdf
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Part Nine  

Questions for the Police to Answer  

The questions below are asked with reference to AAF’s Counting the Crimes 

report; most questions directly refer to the NPCC Operational Advice on 

Responding to Hunting Incidents.  

 

 

Question 1: 

 

An FOI from AAF to West Mercia Police Force revealed that fewer than 1% of police 

employees have received training on illegal hunting.  

 

Link 76 – FOI reply 

 

To comply with this policy, it’s clear more training on wildlife crime must be offered to 

police officers and controllers. The League Against Cruel Sports is willing to provide 

training. Contact  MartinSims@league.org.uk. 
 

 

More training is vital to enable the police to follow the official NPCC 

Operational Advice, especially in rural areas. How will this be tackled? 
 

 

 

Question 2: 

 

Our Counting the Crimes Report contains extensive evidence suggesting illegal hunting 

is commonplace.  

 

 

Why are prosecutions for illegal hunting so rare? 

  

Quote from the NPCC Operational Advice: 

“Section 1 ‘Introduction’: 

It is accepted that many forces will have good operational working practice in place 

around hunting” 

 

Quote from the NPCC Operational Advice: 

“Section 1 ‘Introduction’: 

The key strand running though is the impartiality of the Police and also the 

expectation to take positive action when the evidence exists” 

 

https://www.actionagainstfoxhunting.org/freedom-of-information-requests-and-replies/
mailto:MartinSims@league.org.uk
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Question 3: 

 

With reference to our Counting the Crimes Report, in particular Part Four ‘Police Bias 

Towards the Hunt’, it would seem police often act on calls from hunts, but disregard 

calls from FWGs. There also appears to be a growing trend for false reports being made 

to the police claiming FWGs are armed, inevitably resulting in an expensive misdirection 

of police resources.  

 

 

Will false reports claiming FWGs are armed be fully investigated going 

forwards and charges of wasting police time be applied where 

appropriate? 
 

 

 

Question 4 

 

Counting the Crimes describes a large number of incidents where hunts have been 

observed losing control of hounds, not seeking to regain control of them and/or actively 

encouraging them to hunt.  

 

 

How often do your officers request details of trails laid and do you agree 

it would be far easier for the police to detect an intention to hunt 

illegally if it were required by law for the hunt to provide this 

information on request? 
 

  

  

Quote from the NPCC Operational Advice: 

“Section 1 ‘Introduction’: 

The key strand running though is the impartiality of the Police and also the 

expectation to take positive action when the evidence exists” 

 

Quotes from the NPCC Operational Advice: 

“Section 3.3 ‘Accidental Hunting’: 

“Where hounds leave a laid scent and begin to hunt a wild mammal it is unlikely to 

be immediately illegal but it may become so if little or no effort is made to regain 

control of the hounds or if they are then encouraged to hunt” 

 

“Section 4.1 ‘Objectives’: 

“Lawfully gather and develop relevant intelligence & evidence” 

 

“Section 4.4. ‘Spontaneous and pre planned incidents - PRE PLANNED: 

“If trial hunting then request copies of trail maps / layers / scents used (there is no 

legal obligation on the hunt to provide)” 
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Question 5: 

 

Our report details disruption and danger being caused by the hounds - followed by the 

hunt - running out of control through villages, over graveyards, over private gardens, 

through business premises, through nature reserves, on public roads (including the A1 

and A41) and down railway lines – amongst other incidents. It is clear the objectives 

above are frequently not being met.  

 

 

What action will be taken to meet the objectives and stop these 

incidents occurring going forwards? 
 

 

 

 
 

  

Quotes from the NPCC Operational Advice: 

“Section 4.1 ‘Objectives’: 

Maximise public safety 

 

Minimise disruption to the different communities we serve 

 

Provide an appropriate and proportionate response to any incident of protest crime 

or disorder at the locations of the hunts or ancillary to them 

 

Preserve public order and take proportionate steps to deal appropriately with 

offenders if crime is committed 

 

Lawfully gather and develop relevant intelligence & evidence 

 

Maintain confidence in the Police Force” 
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Question 6 

 

The Counting the Crimes Report findings appear to describe a disproportionate use of 

resources, police concentrating on FWG activity rather than illegal hunting, poor 

responses to reported crimes and disorganised record keeping, particularly in Part Four 

‘Police Bias Towards the Hunt.’ The anger and resentment caused by this is significant.  

 

The College of Policing Code of ethics quotes 

Memberships of groups or societies, or associations with groups or individuals, must 

not create an actual or apparent conflict of interest with police work and 

responsibilities”  

“The test is whether a reasonably informed member of the public might reasonably 

believe that your membership or association could adversely affect your ability to 

discharge your policing duties effectively and impartially” 

Link 77 - Police Website 

 

 

In view of the controversy and strength of public opinion surrounding 

illegal hunting - and with reference to the clip below - AAF is suggesting 

no police officer who supports or participates in blood sports should be 

involved in the policing of wildlife crime, including apparent illegal 

hunting. Do you agree? 

 

Quotes from the NPCC Operational Advice: 

“Section 1 ‘Introduction’: 

The key strand running though is the impartiality of the Police and also the 

expectation to take positive action when the evidence exists” 

 

“Section 4.2 ‘Key considerations’: 

Be mindful of unconscious bias”  

 

Remain impartial whilst engaging with all parties to facilitate a lawful activity”  

 

Police action should be about preventing or investigating allegations of crime”  

 

Verify accounts on all side, gather details and evidence objectively”  

 

https://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Ethics/Documents/Code_of_Ethics.pdf
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Question 7 

 

Our report details many incidents of disruption and danger being caused by the hounds 

- followed by the hunt - running out of control through villages, over graveyards, over 

private gardens, through business premises, through nature reserves, on public roads 

(including the A1 and A41) and down railway lines – amongst other incidents. It is clear 

the objectives above are frequently not being met.  

 

 

What is the outcome when a hunt is assessed to have caused 

inconvenience, alarm and/or damage to property on several occasions 

and therefore has a history of creating a negative impact on the 

community? Are their future activities affected? 
 

  

Quotes from the NPCC Operational Advice: 

“Section 1 ‘Introduction’: 

The key strand running though is the impartiality of the Police and also the 

expectation to take positive action when the evidence exists” 

 

“Section 4.4. ‘Spontaneous and pre planned incidents - PRE PLANNED: 

Community Impact Assessment” 
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Question 8 

 

There are extensive examples of hunts or their supporters violating these laws in our 

Counting the Crimes Report, in many cases supported by photographic or video 

evidence. Charges are rare, especially in respect of S137 of the Highways Act 1980. 

Link 78 - Police Document 

 

Pre 2004, hunting was legal, therefore hunts and hounds spilling onto the road might 

reasonably have been viewed as acting with authority or excuse. Today hunts are 

supposed to be trail hunting. There is no excuse for laying a trail close to a busy road.  
 

 

Why are so few charges or prosecutions made in respect of hunts who 

repeatedly create a dangerous obstruction on the road? We are not 

aware of a single example of a hunt being held to account for blocking 

a busy road with horses and hounds. 
  

Quotes from the NPCC Operational Advice: 

“Section 1 ‘Introduction’: 

The key strand running though is the impartiality of the Police and also the 

expectation to take positive action when the evidence exists” 

 

“Section 4.1 ‘Objectives’: 

Maximise public safety” 

 

“Section 5.2 ‘Other associated legislation: 

s137 Highways Act 1980 (Obstruction) 

 

s22 Road Traffic Act 1988 (Leaving a vehicle in a dangerous position) 

 

s34 Road Traffic Act (All-Terrain Vehicles (Quad Bikes) – Consider if being 

driven on Private Land or Public road 

 

s59 Police Reform Act 2002 (vehicle to cause alarm, distress or annoyance)”  

 

 

 

https://netpol.org/resources/common-criminal-offences/
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Question 9 

Surrey and Sussex Police have specific guidelines of their own regarding the policing of 

hunts: 

Link 79 – Police Policy 
 

The document states in Procedure 1.2 “Surrey Police and Sussex Police will work with 

the recognised hunt monitors and hunts that are active within Surrey and Sussex and the 

surrounding area to ensure the safety of all partaking in lawful activity.”  

 

And in Procedure 1.4 “A Hunt Liaison Officer (HLO) will be appointed for each hunt to 

act as a liaison officer. Anti-Hunt Liaison officers (AHLO) should be appointed for the 

recognised monitor groups.”  

 

 

In view of Surrey and Sussex’s stance, and taking into account the 

findings of the Counting the Crimes Report, would your police force 

allow AAF to assist you in finding anti-hunt monitors who are willing 

and able to work with police Anti-Hunt Liaison officers appointed 

within your organisation?   
 

 

 

 

https://www.sussex.police.uk/SysSiteAssets/foi-media/sussex/policies/hunt-policy-surrey-and-sussex-10662019.pdf

